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 Kiss of Deception by Mary E. Pearson 

On the morning of her wedding, Princess Lia flees to a distant village. She settles into 

a new life, intrigued when two mysterious and handsome strangers arrive--and 

unaware that one is the jilted prince and the other an assassin sent to kill her. 

Deception abounds, and Lia finds herself on the brink of unlocking perilous secrets--

even as she finds herself falling in love. 

 Winner’s Curse by Marie Rutkoski 

An aristocratic girl who is a member of a warmongering and enslaving empire 

purchases a slave, an act that sets in motion a rebellion that might overthrow her 

world as well as her heart. 

 Manor of Secrets by Katherine Longshore 

Beautiful, wealthy, and sheltered Lady Charlotte Edmonds, sixteen, and hardworking, 

clever kitchen maid Janie Seward are both ready for change, and as their paths 

overlap in The Manor, rules are broken and secrets revealed that will alter the course 

of their lives forever. 

 Isla and the Happily Ever After by Stephanie Perkins 

Isla has had a crush on classmate Josh since their freshman year at the School of 

America in Paris, but after a chance encounter over the summer in Manhattan they 

return to France for their senior year where they are forced to confront challenges 

every young couple in love must face. 

 The Selection by Kiera Cass 

Sixteen-year-old America Singer is living in the caste-divided nation of Illea, which 

formed after the war that destroyed the United States. America is chosen to compete 

in the Selection--a contest to see which girl can win the heart of Illea's prince--but all 

she really wants is a chance for a future with her secret love, Aspen, who is a caste 

below her. 

 These Broken Stars by Amie Kaufman & Meagan Spooner 

Two star-crossed lovers must fight for survival when they crash land on a seemingly 

uninhabited planet. 

 The Statistical Possibility of Love at First Sight by Jennifer E. Smith 

 Hadley and Oliver fall in love on the flight from New York to London, but after a 

cinematic kiss they lose track of each other at the airport until fate brings them back 

together on a very momentous day. 

 Cinder by Marissa Meyer 

Cinder, a gifted mechanic and a cyborg with a mysterious past, is blamed by her 

stepmother for her stepsister's illness while a deadly plague decimates the population 

of New Beijing, but when Cinder 's life gets intertwined with Prince Kai's, she finds 

herself at the center of an intergalactic struggle. 

 Every Day by David Levithan 

Every morning “A” wakes in a different person's body, in a different person's life, 

learning over the years to never get too attached, until he wakes up in the body of 

Justin and falls in love with Justin's girlfriend, Rhiannon. 

 Tiger’s Curse (Tiger’s Saga) by Colleen Houck 



Seventeen-year-old Oregon teenager Kelsey forms a bond with a circus tiger who is 

actually one of two brothers, Indian princes Ren and Kishan, who were cursed to live 

as tigers for eternity, and she travels with him to India where the tiger’s curse may be 

broken once and for all. 

 Jane by April Linder 

In this contemporary retelling of “Jane Eyre," an orphaned nanny becomes entranced 

with her magnetic and brooding employer, a rock star with a torturous secret from his 

past. 

 The Luxe  by Anna Godbersen (Titles in Series: Rumors, Envy, Splendor) 

In Manhattan in 1899, five teens of different social classes lead dangerously 

scandalous lives, despite the strict rules of society and the best-laid plans of parents 

and others. 

 Beauty by Robin McKinley 

Beauty grows to love the Beast at whose castle she is compelled to stay and through 

her love releases him from the spell which had turned him from a handsome prince 

into an ugly beast. 

 Beastly by Alex Flinn 

A modern retelling of "Beauty and the Beast" from the point of view of the Beast, a 

vain Manhattan private school student who is turned into a monster and must find true 

love before he can return to his human form. 

 Spindle’s End by Robin McKinley 

The infant princess Briar Rose is cursed on her name day by Pernicia, an evil fairy, 

and then whisked away by a young fairy to be raised in a remote part of a magical 

country, unaware of her real identity and hidden from Pernicia's vengeful powers. 

 Enthusiasm by Polly Shulman 

Julie and Ashleigh, high school sophomores and Jane Austen fans, seem to fall for the 

same Mr. Darcy--like boy and struggle to hide their true feelings from one another 

while rehearsing for a school musical. 

 Juliet Club by Suzanne Harper 

When high school junior Kate wins an essay contest that sends her to Verona, Italy, to 

study Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet" over the summer, she meets both American 

and Italian students and learns not just about Shakespeare, but also about star-crossed 

lovers--and herself. 

 Song of the Sparrow by Lisa Ann Sandell 

In fifth-century Britain, nine years after the destruction of their home on the island of 

Shalott brings her to live with her father and brothers in the military encampments of 

Arthur's army, seventeen-year-old Elaine describes her changing perceptions of war 

and the people around her as she becomes increasingly involved in the bitter struggle 

against the invading Saxons. 

 Rebecca by Daphne du Maurier 

For months after her death, the memory of Rebecca de Winter continues to dominate 

everyone at her former home, Manderley, one of the most famous English country 

houses. 

 The Romance of Tristan and Iseult by Joseph Bedier 

Retells the Celtic legend of the love between the warrior Tristan and Iseult, the wife 

of King Marc of Cornwall. 



 Wuthering Heights by Emily Bronte 

Heathcliff tries desparately to win back the woman he loves. 

 Suzanne’s Diary for Nicholas by James Patterson 

Katie Wilkinson has finally found the perfect man - but one day he suddenly 

disappears, leaving behind only a diary written by a new mother named Suzanne for 

her baby, Nicholas. In it she intimately reveals the romance between herself and the 

child's father, her hopes for their marriage, and her unparalleled joy in motherhood. 

As Katie reads on, she realizes that the man she loves is Suzanne's husband. Now, 

filled with terror and hope, Katie must struggle to understand what has happened - 

and find out if her new love has a prayer of surviving. 

 Bridges of Madison County by Robert James Waller 

The story of a world-class photographer and an Iowa farm wife as they are joined in a 

passionate, romantic experience that will forever haunt them. 

 Nicholas Sparks (Author) 
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